
“International Business”.

: An Overview Of International Business

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Discuss the meaning of international business.

 Explain the importance of understanding international business.

 Identify and describe the basic forms of international business activities.

 Discuss the causes of globalization.

 Comprehend the growing role of emerging markets in the global economy.

Definition/Overview:

The topic tends to define the concept of international business, the importance of the concept and

the different forms of international business.

International Business: International business involves any business transaction between

parties from more than one country.

Key Points:

1. International Business

International Business includes such activities as buying and selling raw materials, inputs or

finished products across borders, operating plants in other countries to take advantage of

local resources, and borrowing money in one country to finance operations in a second

country. International business is different from domestic business in that it necessarily

involves transactions that cross national borders while domestic business does not. Thus, at
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least one party will have to adjust to a different legal, economic, and cultural system; convert

its currency into the other party's currency; and make changes in how products are produced

or the types of products that are produced.

2. Forms of International Business

International business can take various forms:

Exporting: involves selling products made in one's own country for use or resale in other

countries. Importing involves buying products made in other countries for use or resale in

one's own country. Many companies begin their international operations with either

importing or exporting since the risk involved is minimal. Merchandise exports and imports

refers to trade in goods (also known as visible trade) while service exports and imports refers

to trade in intangible products (also known as invisible trade). Exporting is important to both

large and small firms. Some 60 percent of Boeing Aircraft Company's sales are foreign, that

Markel Corporation, a small insulated wire firm, sells 40 percent of its output to foreign

customers, and Zippo, the cigarette lighter company, sold one-third of its 2005 production to

China and Japan.

Foreign direct investments (FDI): are investments made for the purpose of actively

controlling property, assets, or companies located in foreign host countries. The country

from which the investment flows is referred to as the home country. The country to which

the investment flows is referred to as the host country. Portfolio investments involve

purchases of foreign financial assets (stocks, bonds, certificates of deposit) for purposes other

than control.

3. Other forms of international business activity

A licensing agreement allows a firm in one country to use all or some of the intellectual

property of a firm in a second country in exchange for a royalty payment. A franchising
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agreement allows a firm in one country to use the brand names, logos, and operating

techniques of a firm in a second country in exchange for a royalty payment. Management

contracts involve an agreement in which a firm in one country agrees to operate facilities or

provide other management services for an agreed-upon fee.

: Global Marketplaces And Business Centers

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Evaluate the impact of the political and economic characteristics of the world's various

marketplaces on businesses.

 Appreciate the uses of national income data in making business decisions.

 Discuss North America as a major marketplace and business center in the world

economy.

 Describe Western Europe as a major marketplace and business center in the world

economy.

 Discuss the problems facing the economies of the former communist countries of Eastern

and Central Europe.

 Discuss Asia as a major marketplace and business center in the world economy.

 Assess the development challenges facing African, Middle Eastern, and South American

countries.

Definition/Overview:

Globalization of Market place: Trade is increasingly global in scope today. There are several

reasons for this. One significant reason is technologicalbecause of improved transportation and

communication opportunities today, trade is now more practical. Thus, consumers and
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businesses now have access to the very best products from many different countries. Increasingly

rapid technology lifecycles also increases the competition among countries as to who can

produce the newest in technology. In part to accommodate these realities, countries in the last

several decades have taken increasing steps to promote global trade through agreements such as

the General Treaty on Trade and Tariffs, and trade organizations such as the World Trade

Organization (WTO), North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), and the European

Union (EU).

Key Points:

1. Global Marketplaces and Business Centers

The size and political stability of the United States provide the country with a unique position

in the world economy. It accounts for one-seventh of world trade in goods and services, and

therefore attracts the exports of lower-income nations that are trying to develop. Also, it is a

favorite target for firms from higher-income countries. In addition, the U.S. dollar serves as

the invoicing currency in approximately half of all international transactions, making it an

important component of the foreign currency reserves owned by governments around the

globe. It also attracts money (known as flight capital) fleeing political turmoil in other

countries and longer-term investments.

2. International Trade

International trade, although growing in recent years, is still a relatively small component of

the U.S. economy. This phenomenon is probably due in part to the large geographic size of

the country. Transactions that might constitute international trade and investment in other

parts of the world are just domestic transactions in the United States. Many of the world's

500 largest industrial companies (as of the year 2006) are headquartered in the United States.

Although the second largest country in the world, Canada has a relatively small population of

32 million, most of this is concentrated along its southern border with the United States. The
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country has close political and economic ties with the United States, although it has tried to

retain a separate cultural identity. The United States is a dominant market for Canadian

products, receiving more than three-quarters of Canada's output in a typical year. The trading

relationship between the United States and Canada is the single largest bilateral trading

relationship in the world. Canada's strong infrastructure and proximity to the U.S. market

make it an attractive location for international businesses. Canada's political stability is

currently being threatened by a long-standing conflict between French-speaking Canada and

English-speaking Canada. The conflict is not only affecting investment in the country, but it

is also affecting international business because firms exporting products to Canada must be

aware of the country's labeling laws. Mexico, the world's largest Spanish-speaking nation, is

the third major economic power in North America. Mexico follows a federal system similar

to that of the United States under which a new president is elected every six years.

In 1994 Canada, Mexico, and the United States initiated the North American Free Trade

Agreement (NAFTA). Mexico signed a similar agreement with the European Union in 1999.

In 2000 it signed free trade pacts with El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras; and in 2004 it

signed pacts with Japan and Uruguay. The two dozen other nations that make up the North

American continent, Central America, and the island states of the Caribbean have suffered

economically as a result of political instability, a history of U.S. military intervention,

inferior educational systems, a weak middle class, and economic policies that have created

large pockets of poverty. The United States and other developed countries have contributed

to the slow economic development of these countries by limiting the access of Central

American and Caribbean goods into their markets. Costa Rica is one of the few exceptions to

this economic situation. Most of the world's current economic activity is concentrated in a

group of countries called the Triad (Japan, the European Union, and the United States) or the

Quad (the Triad plus Canada)

The United State, Canada, Mexico, the nations of Central America, and the various island

nations of the Caribbean make up North America. The United States is the world's largest
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economy. It accounts for almost one-third of the world's $40.9 trillion GDP (as of 2004). It

has the highest per capita income in North America. The countries of Western Europe make

up the second component of the Triad, and are among the most prosperous nations in the

world. They can be divided into (1) the members of the European Union (EU) and (2) the

other nations in the region. The members of the European Union have agreed to reduce

barriers to trade and investment among themselves in an effort to achieve greater

prosperity. In 2002, twelve of the EU nations eliminated their national currencies, replacing

them with the euro. Twenty-five countries belong to the EU. Germany, the third largest

economy in the world, is the most economically powerful nation in the EU. France is

politically strong and is a leading proponent of increased political, economic, and military

union within Europe, and of increasing the powers of the government of the EU. The United

Kingdom has opposed France's position on this matter, arguing for freer markets and power

at the national, rather than supranational, level.

Other countries in Western Europe that are not a part of the EU include Iceland, Switzerland,

Norway, Andorra, Monaco, and Liechtenstein. These countries, considered rich by the

World Bank, follow free market-oriented polices. The regions of Central (Austria, Albania,

the former Soviet satellite states of Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Poland,

Romania, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia, and Slovenia) and

Eastern Europe (the former Soviet Union) continue to undergo the vast economic change that

began in 1986 with glasnost (openness) and perestroika (restructuring the economy). The

NIS is in the process of transforming their economies from a communist to a capitalist

system. One of the most important challenges in this process is that of privatization (selling

state-owned property to the public sector). The process is a painful one that has caused

massive unemployment. Under the leadership of Boris Yeltsin, Russia's central government

staggered from one financial crisis to another. Vladimir Putin, Yeltsin's successor,

overhauled Russia's taxation system and has helped stabilize somewhat the economy.

However, Russia has attracted relatively little FDI in part because of corruption.
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3. Central Europe

The countries of Central Europe face some common problems as they move toward

capitalism. The Czech Republic, Hungary, and Poland are all now classified by the World

Bank as "middle-income" countries and are further along in their economic development than

some of their former peers. They have become attractive sites to foreign investors. Economic

development has been slower in Albania, Bulgaria, and Romania because these countries

were slower to develop a consensus as to the direction they wanted their economies to take.

The situation is far worse in the former Yugoslavia. Slovenia, Croatia, and Macedonia have

partially avoided the economic ravages of war over control of Bosnia in the late 1990s.

Serbia, Montenegro, and Bosnia are still struggling to recover. They are not very attractive

places for MNCs to invest.

4. Asia

Asia, home to over half the world's population, produces less than 25 percent of the world's

GDP. Asia is unique in that it is a source of both high- and low-quality products and of both

expensive and inexpensive labor. Further, the region attracts MNC investments, and is a

major supplier of capital to non-Asian countries. Moreover, its companies are increasingly

pressuring European and North American companies to improve their operations.

: Legal, Technological, And Political Forces

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Describe the major types of legal systems confronting international businesses.
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 Explain how domestic laws affect the ability of firms to conduct international business.

 List the ways firms can resolve international business disputes.

 Describe the impact of the host country's technological environment on international

business.

 Explain how firms can protect themselves from political risk.

Definition/Overview:

Home Country Law: "Home country law clearly affects a firm's domestic operations, but it may

also affect a firm's international operations by regulating international business activities that

originate inside the country's borders, affecting the ability of domestic firms to compete

internationally, and affecting business activities that occur outside the country's borders.

This topic explores the legal, political, and technological environment within which international

businesses operate. The topic begins with a discussion of the different types of legal systems

international companies may encounter. It then goes on to discuss the way technological

environments vary across countries. The final part of the topic addresses how firms deal with

different regulations in different countries and how they manage political risk.

Key Points:

1. Home Country Law

"Home country law clearly affects a firm's domestic operations, but it may also affect a firm's

international operations by regulating international business activities that originate inside the

country's borders, affecting the ability of domestic firms to compete internationally, and

affecting business activities that occur outside the country's borders.
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 Nationalization occurs when a government takes possession of assets belonging to a

foreign company. When the government takes possession without compensating the firms it is

called confiscation. When the host government compensates the private owners for the assets,

the transfer is called expropriation.

 Privatization is the conversion of state-owned property to privately owned property. It is

the opposite of nationalization and creates opportunities for international businesses.

 Many governments place constraints of foreign ownership of firms in certain industries.

For example, the U.S. limits foreigners to 25 percent ownership of U.S. television and radio

stations.

 Countries can also constrain foreign MNCs by imposing restrictions on their ability to

repatriate profits to their home country.

The presence of MNCs affects the host country economically, politically, and culturally.

Economically, an MNC may have positive and not-so-positive effects. The capital

investments MNCs make can help create jobs. The taxes they pay can help host governments

finance a variety of programs. Technology transfer can make whole industries in the host

country more efficient. However, sometimes MNCs can drive domestic firms out of business,

creating unemployment. They also often benefit from tax holidays and other policies that

reduce the positive effects that otherwise might have been generated. Because of their size,

MNCs are often able to counter efforts of host country governments to restrict their

activities." When resolving disputes in international business, four questions must be

answered:

 Which country's laws apply

 In which country should the issue be resolved?

 What technique should be used to resolve the conflict--litigation, arbitration, mediation,

or negotiation? And

 How will the settlement be enforced?

In many cases, the answers to the questions are specified in contracts between companies.

However, in other cases each party may seek to hear the case in the court system most
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favorable to its own interests. This process is known as forum shopping. The principle of

comity provides that a country will honor and enforce within its own territory the judgments

and decisions of foreign courts, with certain limitations. For the principle to apply,

reciprocity must be extended between the countries, proper notice must be given to the

defendant, and the foreign court judgment must not violate domestic statutes or treaty

obligations. Many companies seeking to avoid the costs and uncertainties of litigation will try

to settle their dispute through arbitration, the process by which both parties to the conflict

agree to submit their cases to a private individual or body whose decision they will honor.

Companies involved in a dispute with a government have a more limited set of options. For

example, the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act of 1976 of the U.S. provides that the actions

of foreign governments against U.S. firms are generally beyond the jurisdiction of U.S.

courts. However, most countries will try to protect their firms from discriminatory actions by

foreign governments by negotiating bilateral treaties.

Political risk assessment is a systematic analysis of the political risks faced by international

businesses in foreign countries. Political risks include any changes in the political

environment that may adversely affect the value of the firm's business activities. Most

political risks fall into one of three categories: ownership risk (where the property of the firm

is threatened through confiscation or expropriation), operating risk (where the ongoing

operations of the firm and/or the safety of its employees are threatened through changes in

laws, environmental standards, tax codes, terrorism, and so forth), and transfer risk (where

the government interferes with the firm's ability to shift funds into and out of the country). A

macro-political risk affects all firms in a country, while a micro-political risk affects only a

specific firm or firms within a specific industry. Some of the best sources of information are

the employees of the firm. In addition, embassy officials and international chambers of

commerce may be consulted, or consulting firms may be employed. Several international

business publications also print surveys of political risk. Governments can also be a good

source of information. Some degree of political risk exists in every country. The depth of

analysis necessary to assess its magnitude depends on the type of business and its likely
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duration in the host country. Firms can then make a tradeoff between political risk and the

likely rate of return of a particular investment.

Most developed countries have created organizations to insure firms against political risk. In

the U.S., firms can obtain insurance from the Overseas Private Investment Corporation

(OPIC) for protection from nationalization, insurrections or revolutions, and foreign-

exchange inconvertibility. The Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA), a

subsidiary of the World Bank, is another source of insurance against political risk. In

addition, firms may obtain protection from private insurance firms. The four types of legal

systems with which international businesses must deal are common law, civil law, religious

law, and bureaucratic law. The common law system relies on the cumulative effect of

judicial decisions on individual cases. In contrast, the civil law system is based on a detailed

listing of what is and is not permissible. Religious law has its base in the official rules that

govern the faith and practice of a particular religion. Finally, bureaucratic law is whatever

the country's bureaucrats say it is. An MNC can affect its host country in numerous ways,

some positive, others negative. On the positive side, local jobs may be created as a result of

investments in plants and factories; tax payments may improve a country's infrastructure; and

technology may be transferred to the host country. On the negative side, local jobs and

profits may be lost as a result of increased competition, and the local economy may become

dependent on the success of the MNC. An MNC will typically also have a significant

political impact.

In an effort to encourage local reinvestment of earnings, countries may limit the repatriation

of profits by MNCs. In some cases the threat of restrictions on the repatriation of profits will

discourage MNCs from investing in the first place. Restrictions are sometimes formulated in

such a way that export operations are encouraged. Political risks are defined as any changes

in the political environment that may adversely affect the value of the firm's business

activities. Most political risks can be divided into three categories: ownership risk (the threat

of confiscation or expropriation), operating risk (political changes will put employees and or
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profits in danger), and transfer risk (the threat that the government will interfere with the

firm's ability to shift funds in and out of the country). OPIC's role in promoting international

business activity is centered on reducing the risk of a company's foreign operations. OPIC

provides insurance against nationalization, insurrections or revolutions, and foreign-exchange

inconvertibility. OPIC's insurance is available only to companies operating in countries with

which the U.S. has a bilateral investment treaty.

: The Role Of Culture

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Discuss the primary characteristics of culture.

 Describe the various elements of culture and provide examples of how they influence

international business.

 Identify the means by which members of a culture communicate with each other.

 Discuss how religious and other values affect the domestic environments in which

international businesses operate.

 Describe the major cultural clusters and their usefulness for international managers.

 Explain Hofstede's primary findings about differences in cultural values.

 Explain how cultural conflicts may arise in international business.

Definition/Overview:

Culture: Culture (from the Latin cultura stemming from colere, meaning "to cultivate")

generally refers to distinctively human activity and values.
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This topic explores the issue of culture. It begins with a discussion of what comprises culture,

and then moves on to consider how culture affects international business. The topic provides

many specific examples of cultural differences. The overall framework that determines the roles

of individuals within a society, the stratification of a society, and individuals' mobility within a

society is its social structure.

Key Points:

1. The Role of Culture

Individuals, Families, and Groups: Societies differ in terms of how family is defined. In the

United States, the term is usually used to describe the nuclear family (father, mother, and

offspring), while in other societies the term refers to an extended family. In others, the term

takes an even broader definition. The importance of family to business is determined in part

by a culture's social attitudes. The importance of an individual to a group also reflects

cultural differences. In the United States, individualism is stressed, while in other cultures

(for example, China and Japan) the role of the group is emphasized.

2. Social Stratification

The importance of social stratification (the categorizing of people on the basis of their birth,

occupation, educational achievements, and/or other attributes) differs by society. MNCs

must be aware of the level of social stratification in a particular country when making

personnel decisions and also when developing advertising campaigns.

3. Social Mobility

Social mobility, the ability of individuals to move from one stratum of society to another, is

higher in less stratified societies. Individuals' attitudes and behaviors toward labor relations,
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capital formation, risk taking, and entrepreneurship may be determined in part by social

mobility.

4. Language

Language is a primary means by which members of a society communicate with each other.

It filters observations and perceptions and thus affects the messages that are sent. In fact, it

has been shown by researchers that language itself alters the nature of the information that is

being conveyed. Language also provides information about the cultural values of a society

and helps in the acculturation process. In countries such as India where more than one

language is spoken, language provides information about a country's population and suggests

that there may be differences in income, work ethic, and/or educational achievement. This

information can be used by international businesspeople as they develop their marketing and

business practices. Major linguistic groups within a country may also be an indicator of

potential political conflicts between groups.

5. International Business People

International business people must recognize cultural differences as they market products,

manage workforces, and deal with host country governments. While one may initially

conclude that business practices must be customized to meet the demands of each local

culture, in reality there are similarities between cultures. Eight country clusters have been

identified by researchers. Each cultural cluster comprises countries that share many cultural

similarities, although differences do remain. Many companies formulate their

internationalization strategies using the country-clustering approach. Cultural similarities

may impact a firm's choice of entry method. For example, those Canadian firms are likely to

expand into Britain via a joint venture with a British partner; however, Japanese firms are

likely to enter the market via a Greenfield investment (a brand new one) because they are less

comfortable working with British partners. International business people need to understand

how personality traits and need structures differ across cultures. Many studies today focus
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on this area. One of the most influential studies was done by Geert Hofstede. His work

identified five dimensions along which people seemed to differ across cultures. The

dimensions include social orientation, power orientation, uncertainty orientation, goal

orientation, and time orientation. It is important to be aware of the differences in the cultural

orientations of countries along the social orientation dimension. For example, that a

country's reward system will reflect its cultural values. U.S. managers, for example, are

compensated according to their individual achievements. On the other hand, a Japanese

manager's compensation is linked to group performance.

6. Cultural Differences

Cultural differences also impact worker mobility. Because Japanese workers focus on group

goals, individuals who switch jobs are considered disloyal. In contrast, U.S. managers are

expected to accept new jobs that offer better salaries. Uncertainty orientation, the third of

Hofstede's dimensions, is the feeling that people have regarding uncertain and ambiguous

situations. Those individuals characterized by uncertainty acceptance are stimulated by

change and new opportunities, while those individuals characterized by uncertainty

avoidance dislike and avoid ambiguity. Time orientation, a fifth dimension in Hofstede's

framework, is the extent to which members of a culture adopt a long-term versus short-term

outlook on life, work, and other aspects of society. Cultures such as Japan, Hong Kong, and

South Korea have a long-term orientation, while Pakistan and West Africa have a shorter-

term outlook. Some experts believe that the world is currently experiencing a cultural

convergence, as cultures grow more similar as a result of improvements in communication

and transportation. MNCs facilitate cultural convergence through their advertising and

through their transfer of new management techniques, technologies, and cultural values.

Individuals who rely on their self-reference criterion (the unconscious use of one's own

culture to assess new surroundings) may find themselves making numerous cultural

blunders. It is important that international businesspersons attempt to follow a "when in

Rome, do as the Romans do" philosophy. This involves achieving cross-cultural literacy.

Cross-cultural literacy is best achieved through experiences, although cross-cultural training

programs and information about specific cultures can facilitate the process. Acculturation
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occurs when an individual not only understands a foreign culture, but also modifies and

adapts his or her behavior to make it compatible with the foreign culture. Acculturation is

particularly important to the international businessperson that frequently interacts with

foreigners.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Ethics And Social Responsibility In International Business

International Trade And Investment

The International Monetary System And The Balance Of Payments

Foreign Exchange And International Financial Markets

You may take as much time as you want to complete the topic coverd in section 2.
There is no time limit to finish any Section, However you must finish All Sections before

semester end date.

If you want to continue remaining courses later, you may save the course and leave.
You can continue later as per your convenience and this course will be avalible in your

area to save and continue later.

: Ethics And Social Responsibility In International Business

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Describe the nature of ethics.

 Discuss ethics in cross-cultural and international contexts.

 Identify the key elements in managing ethical behavior across borders.

 Discuss social responsibility in cross-cultural and international contexts.

 Identify and summarize the basic areas of social responsibility.
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 Discuss how organizations manage social responsibility across borders.

 Identify and summarize the key regulations governing international ethics and social

responsibility.

Definition/Overview:

Hiring and Firing: In some countries, ethical and legal guidelines suggest that hiring and firing

decisions should be based solely on an individual's ability to perform the job. In other countries,

it is perfectly legitimate to give preference to some individuals based on gender, ethnicity, age,

or other factors.

Wages and Working Conditions: Similarly, what constitutes appropriate working conditions

and a fair wage differs across countries. Protection of employee privacy rights, for example, may

vary widely.

This topic focuses on ethics and corporate social responsibility. It starts by working its way

through definitions of ethics and then focuses on ethics in business. From there, it moves to a

discussion of the social responsibilities that organizations have toward their stakeholders, the

natural environment, and general social welfare. The topic concludes by reviewing attempts to

legally regulate ethical and socially responsible international business conduct (such as the

Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and the Anti-Bribery Convention of the OECD).

Ethics is defined as "an individual's personal beliefs about whether a decision, behavior, or

action is right or wrong." Ethical behavior usually refers to behavior that conforms to generally

accept social norms. Unethical behavior describes behavior that does not conform to generally

accept social norms. These definitions suggest the following generalizations:

Individuals have their own personal belief systems about what constitutes ethical and unethical

behavior. Common cultural contexts usually lead to similar views on ethical and unethical

behavior. Individuals are able to rationalize behavior based on circumstances. Individuals may

deviate from their own belief systems based on different circumstances. Ethical values are
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strongly affected by national cultures and customs. Values are the things a person feels to be

important. Members of one culture may view a behavior as unethical, while members of another

may view that same behavior as perfectly reasonable.

Key Points:

1. How Employees Treat the Organization

Conflicts of interest: A conflict of interest occurs when a decision potentially benefits the

individual to the possible detriment of the organizations. For example, in some cultures,

giving and receiving gifts from suppliers is acceptable, while in others it is not. Secrecy and

confidentiality: In many cultures, there are laws restricting the disclosure of sensitive

information by a firm's employee to competitors. In China, non-competition clauses in

contracts (where an employee is prohibited for a certain time from "working for the

competition") are difficult to enforce. Simply put, honesty is at the heart of many of these

ethical issues. For example, is it okay to use the company telephone for personal calls? The

answer to that question may vary from one culture to another.

2. How Employees and the Organization Treat Other Economic Agents

Bribery, pricing, financial disclosure, and advertising practices are all areas where practices

vary from one culture to another. In all these instances, managers may be confronted with

accusations of unethical behavior. The following "Venturing Abroad" deals specifically with

the ethical side of financial disclosure. Even though ethics reside in individuals, many

companies try to manage the ethical behavior of their employees by clearly specifying what

the company considers to be ethical or unethical. This clear specification often takes the

form of ethical guidelines or codes, ethics training, organizational practices, and/or corporate

culture.
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3. Guidelines and Codes of Ethics

Codes of ethics are written guidelines that detail how employees are to treat suppliers,

customers, competitors, and other constituents. A multinational must make a decision as to

whether to establish one overarching code for all of its units around the globe, or whether it

should tailor each code to its local context.

4. Ethics Training

Given that it is probably impossible to foresee all potential ethical dilemmas and cover them

in a code, some multinational corporations address ethical issues proactively, by offering

employees training on how to cope with ethical dilemmas. For expatriates in particular, it is

important that they receive some training in the business practices and values of the society

where they are stationed.

5. Organizational Practices and the Corporate Culture

Organizational practices and corporate culture contribute to establishing the ethical climate

of the firm. If top leaders in a firm behave in an ethical manner and violations of ethical

standards are promptly and appropriately addressed, the rest of the organization quickly

understands the expectations for their own behavior. In particular countries, bribery is

practically a way of life. Organizations need to be very clear about their practices in such

environments if they wish their employees to adhere to company standards instead of local

standards. Social responsibility is the set of obligations an organization undertakes to protect

and enhance the society in which it functions. Ethics relates to individual employees. Social

responsibility relates to the organization itself. Organizations may exercise social

responsibility toward their stakeholders, toward the natural environment, and toward general

social welfare. Some organizations acknowledge their responsibilities in all three areas and

strive diligently to meet each of them, while others emphasize only one or two areas of social

responsibility. And a few acknowledge no social responsibility at all.
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Organizational stakeholders are those people and organizations that are directly affected by

the practices of an organization and that have a stake in its performance. Main stakeholder

groups include customers, employees, and investors. Organizations that are socially

responsible try to treat all the groups with fairness and honesty. Not long ago, many

organizations indiscriminately dumped sewage, waste products from production, and trash

into streams and rivers, into the air, and onto vacant land. Today legal standards and social

expectations have changed. Still, abuses continue and the socially responsible firm continues

to seek ways to protect the natural environment.

6. General Social Welfare

Some argue that, in addition to treating their stakeholders and the environment responsibly,

business organizations should also promote the general welfare of society. This can be done

through philanthropy, taking a role in public health and education, and attempts to correct

social inequities.

7. Obstructionist Stance

These are organizations that do as little as possible in the area of social responsibility and

would try to hide or cover up any behavior that might be criticized by outsiders.

8. Defensive Stance

These firms are one step removed from the obstructionists. They see their responsibility as

being to play by the rules - that is, to obey the law but nothing more. For example, such a

firm would install pollution control devices on their equipment if required by law, but only to

the extent required by law.
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9. Accommodative Stance

These firms not only meet legal and ethical requirements but also will go beyond them in

selected instances. They might match employee contributions to charity or donate to worthy

causes (once they are persuaded the causes are worthy). They don't necessarily go out

looking for ways to do well, but might respond positively when asked to go that extra step.

10. Proactive Stance

These are firms that truly take to heart the arguments in favor of corporate social

responsibility. They view themselves as citizens in a society and proactively seek

opportunities to contribute. They go beyond accommodative firms and take the initiative in

performing socially responsibly.

: International Trade And Investment

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define the term Statics

 Understand the motivation for international trade.

 Summarize and discuss the differences among the classical country-based theories of

international trade.

 Use the modern, firm-based theories of international trade to describe global strategies

adopted by businesses.

 Describe and categorize the different forms of international investment.

 Explain the reasons for foreign direct investment.

 Summarize how supply, demand, and political factors influence foreign direct

investment.
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Definition/Overview:

Trade: Trade involves the voluntary exchange of goods, services, or money between one person

or organization and another. International trade is trade between residents (individuals,

businesses, nonprofit organizations or other associations) of two countries. International trade

takes place when both parties to a transaction believe that they will benefit from such a

transaction. In 2004 total international merchandise trade amounted to $9.2 trillion, or

approximately 22 percent of the world's $40.9 trillion gross domestic product. Almost 60

percent of the merchandise trade took place among the U.S., Canada, the European Union, and

Japan (the Quad).

Key Points:

1. Mercantilism

Mercantilism was a sixteenth-century economic philosophy that held that a nation's wealth is

measured by its stock of precious metals (gold and silver). According to the theory, nations

should try to enlarge their silver and gold holdings by maximizing the difference between

exports and imports through a policy that encourages exports and discourages imports. This

policy would have the effect of enabling a country to become ever richer. The philosophy

was popular to some because it enabled a country to expand its borders, because export-

oriented manufacturers benefited from policies such as subsidies and tax breaks that

encouraged exports and because domestic manufacturers were protected from imports. Most

members of society do not benefit from mercantilism, however. Taxpayers, for example,

must pay for the subsidies and tax breaks offered to exporting firms, and customers may pay

higher prices for products when domestic firms are protected from foreign competition.

Mercantilism, because it does benefit certain members of society, still exists today in the

form of policies to restrict imports or promote exports. PP 6-11 Supporters of such policies
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are called neomercantilists or protectionists. Most nations in the world have adopted some

neomercantilist policies to protect key industries.

2. Absolute Advantage

Adam Smith criticized the mercantilist philosophy, arguing that it confused the acquisition of

treasure with the acquisition of wealth. He further pointed out that mercantilism actually

weakened a nation because it forces a country to produce products that it is not very good at

producing, and in doing so does not maximize the wealth of its citizens. The major difficulty

with the theory of absolute advantage is that it suggests that if one country has an absolute

advantage in the production of both goods, no trade will occur. David Ricardo solved this

problem by developing the theory of comparative advantage which states that a country

should produce and export those goods and services in which it has a relative production

advantage and import those goods and services in which other nations are relatively more

productive " The lesson of the principle of comparative advantage is: you're better off

specializing in what you do relatively best. Produce (and sell) those goods and services at

which you're relatively best, and buy other goods and services from people who are relatively

better at producing them than you are. The theory is limited in that the world economy

produces more than two goods and services and is made up of more than two nations.

Furthermore, barriers to trade, distribution costs, and inputs other than labor must be

considered. Even more important, the world economy uses money as a medium of

exchange. It should be noted that in the example with money, people made their decisions to

import and export based on price differences, not because they were following the theory of

comparative advantage. However, prices set in a free market will reflect the comparative

advantage of a nation.

Hecksher and Ohlin developed the theory of relative factor endowments to answer the

questions of what determines the products for which a country will have a comparative

advantage in the first place. The theory proposes that factor endowments (or types of

resources) vary among countries. Further, goods vary in the types of factors that are used to
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produce them. Therefore, a country will have a comparative advantage in producing a

product that intensively uses resources that the country has in abundance. Leontief tested the

Hecksher-Ohlin theory using the United States as the unit of analysis. Leontief, believing the

United States to be a capital-intensive, labor-scarce country, reasoned that the country would

export capital-intensive goods and import labor-intensive goods. However, he found that

exactly the reverse was true. Leontief's findings have come to be known as the Leontief

paradox. There have been numerous attempts to explain Leontief's findings. Some

economists have suggested that Leontief's work is flawed by measurement problems. His

work assumes there are only two factors of production, labor and capital, and ignores other

factors such as land, human capital, and technology. This assumption may have caused

Leontief to mismeasure the amount of labor that goes into products the United States imports

and exports.

Firm-based theories have developed for several reasons, including the growing importance of

multinational corporations in the postwar international economy; the inability of the country-

based theories to explain and predict the existence and growth of intra-industry trade; and the

failure of researchers like Leontief to empirically validate the country-based Hecksher-Ohlin

theory. In addition, firm-based theories incorporate factors such as quality, technology,

brand names, and customer loyalty. Country-level theories explain inter-industry trade

among nations. Inter-industry trade is the exchange of goods produced by one industry for

goods produced in another industry. Country-level theories do not explain intra-industry

trade, in which two countries exchange goods produced in the same industry. Linder

developed a theory to explain intra-industry trade that suggests that international trade in

manufactured goods is caused by similarities of preferences among consumers in countries at

the same stage of economic development. The theory proposes that although firms originally

develop products to sell to their domestic markets, when they begin to export, they realize

that the best markets are in countries where consumer preferences are similar to those in their

own domestic market. Linder's country similarity theory suggests that most trade in

manufactured goods should be between countries with similar per capita incomes.
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International investment can be divided into portfolio investment and foreign direct

investment (FDI). The former represents passive holdings of foreign stocks, bonds, or other

financial assets that entail no active management or control of the issuer of the securities by

the foreign investor. The latter represents acquisition of foreign assets for the purpose of

control. FDI may take many forms including purchases of existing assets in a foreign

country; new investments in plant, property and equipment; or participation in joint ventures

with a local partner

: The International Monetary System And The Balance Of Payments

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Discuss the role of the international monetary system in promoting international trade

and investment.

 Explain the evolution and functioning of the gold standard.

 Summarize the role of the World Bank Group and the International Monetary Fund in the

post-World War II international monetary system established at Bretton Woods.

 Explain the evolution of the flexible exchange rate system

 Describe the function and structure of the balance of payments accounting system.

 Differentiate among the various definitions of a balance of payments surplus and deficit

Definition/Overview:

Accounting System: The accounting system that governs the international monetary system is

the balance of payments (BOP). The BOP records international transactions and supplies vital

information about the health of a national economy and likely changes in its fiscal and monetary

policies. As countries suffered through the economic chaos of World War I, the sterling-based

gold standard came unraveled; however, it was readopted in the 1920s. In spite of its
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resuscitation, the gold standard ended in 1931 when Britain, under pressure to honor guarantees

made under the system, allowed its currency to float (the pound's value was determined by the

forces of supply and demand). While some countries, primarily those in the British

Commonwealth, pegged their currencies to the pound after the gold standard was abandoned,

others linked their currencies to the U.S. dollar or the French franc. In addition, many countries

engaged in a beggar-thy-neighbor policy, in which nations deliberately devalued their currencies

in the hope of making their goods cheaper in the world marketplace. A Dollar-Based Gold

Standard. PP 7-20 under the international monetary system established at Bretton Woods, all

countries agreed to peg the value of their currencies to gold (the dollar was pegged to gold at a

value of $35 per ounce). Thus, the agreement was a fixed exchange rate system. In addition,

the United States agreed to redeem the dollar for gold at the request of foreign central banks. In

this way, the dollar played a key role in the Bretton Woods system.

Key Points:

1. IMF

The IMF attempted to alleviate the situation by creating an additional source of international

liquidity, the special drawing right (SDR). The SDR, a weighted average of the market value

of five major currencies, is used by IMF members to settle official transactions at the IMF.

The SDR did not have the desired effect of reducing the glut of dollars held by foreigners,

and by 1971, it became clear that the United States did not have enough gold to meet the

demand of those who wanted to exchange dollars for gold. Nixon officially ended the

system, and currencies began to float against each other. Under the Jamaica Agreement,

established in 1976, each country was free to adopt whatever exchange rate system best met

its requirements. Some countries (i.e., the United States) chose a floating exchange rate,

while others opted for a fixed exchange rate system by pegging their currencies to another.

The European Monetary System (EMS) was established by EU members in 1979 to manage

currency relationships among themselves. Most EMS members participate in the exchange

rate mechanism, in which participants maintain fixed exchange rates among their currencies
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(within a 2.25 percent band) and a floating rate against the U.S. dollar and other currencies.

The EMS members also created a new index currency, the European Currency Unit, which is

a weighted "basket" of the currencies of the EU members that is used for accounting

purposes within the EU. Map 7.2 shows the current status of the world's exchange rate

agreements. While the EMS has been helpful in curbing inflation and in promoting intra-EU

investment, it has also been adjusted 39 times because of differences in the monetary policies

of EU members. The current international monetary system is based on flexible exchange

rates, although some countries (i.e., the EU) have chosen to maintain fixed exchange-rate

systems.

The Bretton Woods system provided a generally stable environment for international

business because under the agreement, each country agreed to maintain the value of its

currency within 1 percent of its par value. An additional feature of the Bretton Woods

agreement was an adjustable peg mechanism that allowed a country to alter the value of its

currency in extraordinary circumstances. The reliance on the U.S. dollar eventually led to

the downfall of the Bretton Woods system. Since the supply of gold did not expand in the

short term, the dollar became the source of additional liquidity to finance expanding

international trade. However, as foreign dollar holdings began to increase, doubt about the

ability of the United States to live up to its Bretton Woods obligation began to rise. The

Tiffin paradox arose because foreign banks needed to increase their holdings of dollars to

finance expansion of international trade, but the more dollars they owned, the less faith they

had in the ability of the United States to redeem the dollars for gold.

The international debt crisis grew out of events that occurred shortly after the flexible

exchange rate system of 1973 began, when Arab nations quadrupled the price of oil. Banks

recycled the petrodollar in the form of loans to countries that were damaged by the rise in oil

prices. However, many countries borrowed more than they could repay.

Various efforts were made to resolve the crisis. The 1985 Baker Plan stressed the importance

of debt rescheduling, tight IMF-imposed controls over domestic fiscal and monetary policies,
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and continued lending to debtor countries in hope that economic growth would allow them to

repay their creditors. The plan had limited success. The 1989 Brady Plan focused on the need

to reduce the debts of the troubled countries by writing off parts of debt or providing

countries with funds to buy back their loan notes at below face value. The international

monetary system suffered a crisis in July 1997, when investors began to distrust the abilities

of Thai borrowers to repay their debts. Thailand was forced to unpeg its currency from a

dollar-denominated basket of currencies, resulting in a rapid deterioration in the currency's

value. The crisis quickly spread to neighboring countries, setting off a major international

currency crisis. The Asian crisis not only affected Asian countries but also had serious global

ramifications. Countries as far from Asia as Brazil and Russia were significantly affected. Is

it better to let Asian countries deal with the causes of their economic misfortune on their

own, or should the IMF help them get through the difficult times?

: Foreign Exchange And International Financial Markets

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Describe how demand and supply determine the price of foreign exchange.

 Discuss the role of international banks in the foreign-exchange market.

 Assess the different ways firms can use the spot and forward markets to settle

international transactions.

 Summarize the role of arbitrage in the foreign-exchange market.

 Discuss the important aspects of the international capital market

Definition/Overview:

International Finance Market: 14 International banks operate in both the wholesale and retail

markets as they trade for their own accounts and those of customers. Commercial customers are
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involved in the foreign-exchange market through their normal commercial activities.

Speculators take positions in currencies as they try to predict the direction of currency

fluctuations. In doing so, speculators deliberately assume exchange-rate risk. Arbitrageurs try to

make risk-free profits as they capitalize on the differences in currency prices between markets.

Key Points:

1. Central Banks

Central banks intervene in the market under fixed exchange rate systems to maintain par

values, but may allow currencies to float freely under flexible exchange rate systems. Not all

currencies can be traded in the foreign-exchange market. Those that are tradable are called

convertible or hard currencies, while those that are not are called inconvertible or soft

currencies. Currencies can be traded in the spot market or in the forward market. Spot

transactions are delivered in two business days, while forward transactions are delivered at

the specified forward date of 30, 90, or 180 days. Most transactions in the forward market

are swap transactions in which the trader simultaneously buys and sells the same currency

with different delivery dates. Currency futures are used to obtain foreign exchange; however,

unlike forward contracts, they are designed with standard amounts for standard delivery

dates. Currency can also be obtained through currency options. A call option allows the

holder to purchase a specified quantity of foreign exchange at a specified price by a specified

date, while a put option allows a holder to sell a specified quantity of foreign exchange at a

specified price by a specified date. Options do not have to be exercised.

Hedging is used by firms to reduce their foreign-exchange risk. If the forward price and the

spot price of a particular currency are different, then the currency is said to be selling at a

forward discount (forward price is lower than the spot price) or forward premium (forward

price is higher than the spot price).Arbitrage is the riskless purchase of a product in one

market for immediate resale in a second market in order to profit from a price discrepancy.
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Arbitrage of Goods--Purchasing Power Parity. The law of one price suggests that arbitrage

activities will continue until the price of the good in question is equal in both markets. The

theory of purchasing power parity (PPP) states that the prices of tradable goods, when

expressed in a common currency, will tend to equalize across countries as a result of

exchange-rate changes. In other words, arbitrage activities affect the demand, and therefore

the price, of currencies. The theory of PPP is used by international economists as they

compare living standards across countries, and by foreign-exchange analysts when they

forecast long-term exchange rate changes. In the financial markets, arbitrageurs attempt to

make risk-free profits by trading in foreign exchange. Two-point arbitrage (also known as

geographic arbitrage) allows a trader to capitalize on differences between currency prices in

two foreign-exchange markets. Three-point arbitrage involves buying and selling three

different currencies to make a risk-free profit. A currency's cross-rate can be calculated

through the use of a third currency.

International banks play an important role in assisting companies with their international

transactions. International banks act both as commercial bankers and as investment bankers.

Their operations can take various forms. Correspondent banking relationships involve setting

up a reciprocal relationship with a bank in another country. Under the agreement, each bank

will then act as the local bank for foreign customers. For example, a British bank may set up

a correspondent relationship with a Swiss bank in which the British bank acts as the Swiss

bank's correspondent in Britain and the Swiss bank acts as the British bank's correspondent in

Switzerland. Banks that have more extensive international operations may have a subsidiary

bank, a branch bank, or an affiliated bank. A subsidiary bank is an operation that is

incorporated separately from the parent, while a branch bank is not. An affiliated bank

involves taking an ownership position in an operation in conjunction with a partner.
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2. Commercial Banking Services

Commercial banks provide short-term financing of international transactions, international

electronic funds transfers, transactions in the forward market, and advice about necessary

documentation for international commercial transactions.

3. Investment Banking Services

Investment banking services include packaging and locating long-term debt and equity

funding, and arrangements for mergers and acquisitions of domestic and foreign firms. In the

United States, commercial banks are not permitted to provide investment banking services.

Supply and demand for currencies establishes prices in the foreign-exchange market.

Demand for a country's currency increases when foreigners buy that country's products.

Supply of a country's currency increases when the residents of a country buy foreign

products. The means by which equilibrium is reached in a fixed exchange system differs

according to the time frame in question. In the short term, equilibrium is reached as central

banks buy or sell gold and/or currency from their official reserves account. In the long run,

equilibrium is achieved as a country's export competitiveness is affected by the inflation or

deflation that may occur when the money supply changes as a result of the short-run moves

to equilibrium. In a flexible exchange rate system, equilibrium is reached through the market

forces of supply and demand. For example, when the supply of a currency is too high, prices

will fall until the quantity demanded equals the quantity supplied.

4. Role of Banks

The role of banks in the foreign-exchange market is varied. They play a major role in both

the wholesale and retail markets. In the wholesale market, international banks are

responsible for some 83 percent of all foreign-exchange transactions as they trade for their

own accounts and for customers. At the retail level, international banks provide assistance to

commercial customers, speculators, and arbitrageurs that require foreign currency in the spot

or forward markets. There are several techniques that firms can use as they try to protect
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themselves from future foreign-exchange-rate changes. In most cases, a company will

contract with an international bank to buy or sell foreign exchange on either a spot or forward

basis, depending on the company's needs. A forward contract allows a company to buy or

sell foreign exchange with delivery at a specified future date of 30, 90, or 180 days, while a

spot transaction allows a company to buy or sell currency with delivery in two business

days.

Currency futures can also be used to obtain foreign exchange. However, because currency

futures are bought and sold in standard amounts for standard delivery, they are not as popular

as the forward market. Another method of acquiring foreign exchange is through currency

options. A call option allows a company to buy a specified quantity of foreign exchange at a

specified price until the option expires, while a put option allows a company to sell a

specified quantity of foreign exchange at a specified price by a specified date. Holders of

currency options are not obligated to exercise options. The major types of arbitrage activities

that affect the foreign-exchange market are two-point arbitrage, three-point arbitrage, and

covered-interest arbitrage. A two-point arbitrage opportunity allows a trader to capitalize on

the differences in currency prices between two foreign-exchange markets. A three-point

arbitrage opportunity exists when a trader can buy and sell three different currencies and

make a risk-free profit. Covered-interest arbitrage allows a trader to take advantage of

interest rate differentials, but avoid risk by covering foreign-exchange exposure in the

forward market. Banks' overseas operations can take many forms. A subsidiary bank is one

that is incorporated separately from the parent company. In contrast, an operation that is not

incorporated independently of the parent company is called a branch bank. If an

international bank invests in an operation with a partner, an affiliated bank would be created.
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In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Formulation Of National Trade Policies

International Cooperation Among Nations

International Strategic Management

Strategies For Analyzing And Entering Foreign Markets

You may take as much time as you want to complete the topic coverd in section 3.
There is no time limit to finish any Section, However you must finish All Sections before

semester end date.

If you want to continue remaining courses later, you may save the course and leave.
You can continue later as per your convenience and this course will be avalible in your

area to save and continue later.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Present the major arguments in favor of and against government intervention in

international trade.

 Identify the advantages and disadvantages of adopting an industrial policy.

 Analyze the role of domestic politics in formulating a country's international trade

policies.

 Describe the major tools countries use to restrict trade.

 Specify the techniques countries use to promote international trade.

 Explain how countries protect themselves against unfair trade practices.

Definition/Overview:

National trade policy: There are two basic issues to consider when developing a national trade

policy. First, should a national government intervene to protect its domestic firms by taxing
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foreign goods entering the domestic market or constructing other barriers against imports?

Second, should a government help domestic firms increase their foreign sales through export

subsidies, government-to-government negotiations, and guaranteed loan programs? In the United

States, the debate has centered on the question of whether the government should promote free

trade or fair trade. Free trade implies minimal government influence on the exporting and

importing decisions of private firms and individuals. Fair trade (also called managed trade)

suggests active intervention by the national government to ensure that exports receive an

equitable share of foreign markets and that imports into the country are controlled to minimize

losses of jobs and market share in specific industries. The "level playing field" argument

(whereby foreign firms and domestic businesses compete on equal terms) is often used to justify

policies that restrict competition from foreign firms. Firms are interested in the debate because

national trade policy decisions directly affect the size and profitability of foreign markets and

investments, and the degree to which firms are threatened by foreign imports in their dominant

markets. In many countries, the focus of broad national policies is economic development.

Some countries that depend on a single export commodity will attempt to diversify their

economies to minimize risk. Some countries will follow an export-promotion strategy as a

means of achieving higher levels of economic development. An export-promotion strategy

encourages a country's businesses to compete in foreign markets by capitalizing on a particular

advantage the country possesses. An import-substitution strategy encourages the growth of

domestic manufacturing industries through the erection of high barriers to imported goods. This

policy was used by Australia, Argentina, India, and Brazil after World War II.

The export-promotion strategy has been more successful at stimulating economic development

than the import-substitution strategy. Industrial policy is used by a government to promote the

competitiveness of key products and industries with high growth prospects in international

markets. The policies are formulated based on the needs of the national economy. Critics of

industrial policy argue that such programs may not improve the global competitiveness of a

country since bureaucrats cannot perfectly identify the right industries to favor. Critics further

suggest that political clout, rather than potential international competitiveness, may play a role in

determining which industries are selected. Governments struggle to identify what the role of
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government should be in a market economy. Public choice analysis suggests that special interest

will often dominate the general interest on any given issue because special interest groups are

willing to work harder for the passage of laws favorable to their interests than the general public

is willing to work for the defeat of laws unfavorable to their interests

Key Points:

1. Quotas

Quotas are numerical limits on the quantity of a good that may be imported into a country

during some period of time. Quotas are frequently used to protect industries that are

politically powerful. A tariff rate quota (TRQ) imposes a low tariff rate on a limited amount

of imports of a specific good, but then subjects all imports of the good above that threshold to

a prohibitively high tariff. Although domestic producers benefit from quotas, the domestic

consumer does not. Some countries prohibit any importation of a specific product as a means

of developing local industry.

2. Numerical Export Controls

Countries may also use a numeric system to limit the amount of goods they export.

Embargoes are an absolute ban on the export (or import) of goods to a particular location.

They may be used by a country as a disciplinary measure. Exporting countries may adopt

voluntary export restraints (VERs) in an effort to maintain a friendly relationship with

trading partners. A VER is a promise by a country to limit its exports of a good to another

country to a pre-specified amount or percentage of the affected market.
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3. Other Nontariff Barriers

The use of tariffs and quotas has been minimized as a result of international negotiations, and

nontariff barriers (NTBs) have become a common means of protecting industries. Some of

the more common NTBs include product and testing standards (requirements that foreign

goods meet domestic product standards or testing standards before they can be sold);

restricted access to distribution systems; public sector procurement policies (policies that

give preferential treatment to domestic firms); local-purchase requirements (requirements to

purchase goods or services from local suppliers); regulatory controls; currency controls; and

investment controls. Foreign trade zones (FTZ) are geographic areas in which imported or

exported goods receive preferential tariff treatment. FTZs are used by governments to

encourage regional economic development. The use of FTZs has grown in recent years.

Maquiladoras, factories located in the free trade zone in Mexico along the U.S. border that

import finished goods or component parts and re-export them to the United States, are the

second largest source of foreign exchange earnings in Mexico.

Maquiladoras have been the target of environmentalists, who claim that the factories allow

U.S. firms to escape environmental laws in their own country. U.S. union officials, fearing a

loss of jobs, have also criticized the maquiladora industry. The future of the industry is

uncertain since NAFTA eliminated the special tariff advantages of Mexican firms located

along the U.S. border. Most major trading nations are, through the creation of government-

owned agencies, in a position to assist domestic firms with the financing of export sales. The

Export-Import Bank of the United States offers assistance to U.S. exporters in the form of

direct loans and loan guarantees. The Eximbank may also arrange for commercial insurance

services. Political risk insurance is provided to U.S. exporters by the Overseas Private

Investment Corporation (OPIC). Dumping occurs when

 a company sells its goods for a lower price in a foreign market than the price it charges in

its home market, in which case it is a form of international price discrimination, or

 it sells its goods below cost in the foreign market, in which case it is a form of predatory

pricing.
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Antidumping laws are designed to protect local industries from goods that have been

"dumped" by foreign producers into the local market. However, determining whether or not

dumping has actually occurred can be tricky. Unfair trade practice laws are intended to:

 promote global efficiency by encouraging production in countries that can produce a

good most efficiently;

 ensure that trade occurs on the basis of comparative advantage (not because of

government subsidies; and

 protect consumers from predatory behavior

Though the intentions of these laws are laudable, they are often enforced in ways that violate

their intent.

4. Safeguards

International trade law allows countries to protect themselves from sudden surges in

imported goods, even if the goods were traded fairly, in order to allow them time to adjust to

the changed economic environment. Section 201 of the Trade Act of 1974 permits the

imposition of temporary trade restrictions to protect American firms from serious harm. Free

trade implies minimal government influence on the exporting and importing decisions of

private firms and individuals. Firms that are active in exporting benefit from free trade as do

the firm's employees, the communities where factories are located, and consumers.

: International Cooperation Among Nations

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:
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 Explain the importance of GATT and the WTO to international businesses

 Contrast the different forms of economic integration among cooperating countries.

 Analyze the opportunities for international businesses created by completion of the EU's

internal market

 Describe the other major trading blocs in today's world economy.

Definition/Overview:

GATT: The goal of GATT was to promote a free and competitive trading environment that

benefits efficient producers. To that end, GATT sponsored international negotiations, called

"rounds," to reduce trade barriers (both tariff and nontariff). GATT successfully oversaw a

reduction of tariffs from an average of over 40 percent in 1948 to approximately 3 percent today,

and promoted a dramatic increase in world trade.

There are two exceptions to the MFN clause. First, in an effort to assist poorer nations with

economic development, GATT permits nations to lower tariffs to developing countries without

lowering them for more developed countries. For example, the U.S. follows the Generalized

System of Preferences (GSP) code to offer developing nations reduced tariffs. Second, regional

agreements promoting economic integration such as the EU or NAFTA are exempt from the

MFN clause. Nations following GATT principles are still able to protect domestic industries by

finding loopholes in the treaty. For example, countries may adopt quotas and other nontariff

barriers yet still comply with the GATT. The final meeting of GATT took place in Uruguay.

The round was ratified in 1994, and took effect in 1995. As in previous rounds, negotiations

focused on reducing tariff barriers. Negotiations also took place to reduce nontariff barriers to

trade. Other key areas that were considered include agricultural policy, trade in services,

intellectual property rights, and the creation of the World Trade Organization. The World Trade

Organization (WTO) was founded in 1995, and is comprised of 146 member countries and 30

observer countries. The WTO has three primary goals:

 to promote trade flows by encouraging nations to adopt non-discriminatory and

predictable trade policies
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 to reduce remaining trade barriers through multilateral negotiations, and

 to establish impartial procedures for resolving trade disputes among members

Key Points:

1. Problem Sectors

One challenge facing the WTO is dealing with sectors of the economy such as agriculture

and textiles that most nations protect. Groups including the Cairns Group (a group of major

agricultural exporters) have pressured the WTO to ensure the Uruguay round policies dealing

with agricultural trade are implemented according to schedule. Also, the dismantling of the

Multi-fiber Agreement (MFA) in 2004 eliminated a complex array of quotas and tariffs on

trade in textiles and apparel. However, the surge in textile exports from China has led many

countries to impose temporary barriers to protect domestic producers.

2. The General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS)

The WTO is also focusing on reducing barriers to trade in services. One approach currently

in use is the principle of national treatment, in which a country treats foreign firms the same

as it treats domestic firms. The WTO began negotiating a new GATS agreement in 2000, but

progress has been slow.

3. Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS)

The third challenge for the WTO is intellectual property rights (patents, copyrights,

trademarks, and brand names). Efforts, agreed upon at the Uruguay round, to improve

intellectual property rights protection have largely failed due to lax enforcement by certain

countries. In 2001 the WTO launched the Doha round of negotiations. Several contentious

issues were slated to be discussed, including agriculture trade, intellectual property rights,

and trade in services. Trade-Related Investment Measures Agreement (TRIMS). The TRIMS
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agreement is a start toward eliminating national regulations on FDI, which may distort or

restrict trade. It affects trade balancing rules, foreign exchange access, and domestic sales

requirements.

4. Enforcement of WTO Decisions

The WTO, unlike its predecessor GATT, has more power to punish violators of the WTO

rules. Most experts feel that the WTO has been successful in implementing its policies

during its first years of existence. Countries are seeking to integrate their economies to open

new markets for their businesses and lower prices for their consumers. There are five types

of regional economic integration between countries. A free trade area eliminates all barriers

to trade among member countries, but allows each country to establish its own external trade

barriers. The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) is an imperfect example of

creating a free trade area. A problem with free trade areas is the potential for trade

deflection whereby nonmember countries try to avoid trade barriers by initially exporting

their products to a member country with low trade barriers, then re-exporting the products to

a member country with high trade barriers. Most free trade agreements specify rules of

origin, which detail the conditions under which a good is classified as a member or

nonmember good to try to prevent trade deflection.

5. Customs Union

A customs union combines the elimination of barriers to internal trade among member

countries with the adoption of common external trade policies toward nonmembers. Trade

deflection is not an issue in a customs union since member countries treat nonmembers in a

uniform manner. A current example of a customs union is the Mercosur Accord, an

agreement among Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, and Uruguay.

6. Common Market

A common market combines the elements of a customs union with a policy that allows for
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the mobility of factors of production. Productivity is expected to rise in a common market

because factors of production are free to locate where the returns to them are highest. The

European Union is an example of a common market.

7. Economic Union

An economic union eliminates trade barriers between member countries, establishes a

common external trade policy, follows a policy of factor mobility, and coordinates economic

policies of member countries. An example of an economic union is the Belgium

Luxembourg Economic Union. In addition, the European Union is currently moving toward

economic union status.

8. Political Union

A political union combines the elements of an economic union with the added feature of

complete political integration. The United States, transformed from 13 separate colonies into

one, is an example of a political union.

9. The Impact of Economic Integration on Firms

Regional economic integration has both advantages and disadvantages for businesses. On

the positive side, because the elimination of trade barriers among member countries opens up

new markets, firms can gain scale economies from longer production runs. The lower costs

also provide an advantage when operating in nonmember countries. However, competition

in the home market may be increased as firms in nonmember countries increase their

investment as they seek insider status. Economic integration may help a country as a whole,

but hurt particular sectors or communities within a country. Therefore, integration is not

always fully supported and agreements frequently include certain exemptions.
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10. Governing the European Union

The EU is governed by four organizations. The Council of the Economic Union, made up of

25 members, each of whom is responsible to his or her home government, is the EU's main

decision-making body. Because of its composition, the Council reflects the desire of

member states to retain national sovereignty and power. The European Commission is

composed of 25 individuals whose loyalty is to the EU rather than their home countries. Its

mandate is to be "guardian of the Treaties." The European Parliament, made of 732 elected

representatives, is the weakest of the governing bodies. It originally acted in a consultative

manner in EU policy making, but has expanded its role under the Maastricht Treaty. Finally,

the European Court of Justice interprets the meaning of EU law and ensures that EU

regulations and policies are followed by member states.

: International Strategic Management

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Characterize the challenges of international strategic management.

 Assess the basic strategic alternatives available to firms.

 Distinguish and analyze the components of international strategy.

 Describe the international strategic management process.

 Identify and characterize the levels of international strategies.

Definition/Overview:

International strategies: The process of developing a particular international strategy is referred

to as strategic planning. Top-level executives and senior managers are normally responsible for
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strategic planning. The home replication strategy may be appropriate for firms when both the

pressures for global integration and the need for local responsiveness are low, while the multi-

domestic approach is often employed when pressures for local responsiveness are high but

pressures for global integration are low.

Key Points:

1. International strategic Management

International strategic management is a comprehensive and ongoing management planning

process aimed at formulating and implementing strategies that enable a firm to compete

effectively in the global marketplace. It is difficult to exploit the three competitive

advantages simultaneously because each advantage requires a different strategic perspective.

For example, to exploit global efficiencies, a firm often centralizes control; however, this

limits its ability to exploit multinational flexibility. Pursuing either global efficiencies or

multinational flexibility may inhibit a company's ability to promote worldwide learning,

since in the case of global efficiencies the centralization of power may limit the ability to

glean information from other parts of the firm, while the decentralization of power that is

associated with multinational flexibility may also impair worldwide learning as units operate

in isolation from each other.

International strategy formulation involves the creation of a firm's international strategies.

During this stage of the strategy process the firm establishes its goals and the strategic plan

that will help it achieve the goals. International strategy implementation is the process by

which a strategy is achieved. The key steps in international strategy formulation are

developing a mission statement; analyzing the firm and its environment to determine

strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats; setting strategic goals; developing tactical

goals and plans; and developing a strategic control framework. These steps are used by most

firms. The four components of an international strategy are scope of operations, resource

deployment, distinctive competence, and synergy. Defining the scope of operations involves

determining where business will be conducted. Resource deployment identifies how
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resources will be allocated to each market the firm will compete in. Distinctive competence

identifies what the firm does exceptionally well, especially when compared to the

competition. Finally, synergy involves determining how different elements of a business

benefit each other. Distinctive competence is the first component of international strategy,

and answers the question "what do we do exceptionally well, compared to our competitors?"

It is thought to be a necessary condition for competing in international markets.

The three levels of international strategy are corporate, business, and functional. It is

important to distinguish among the three levels because it helps to ease the complexity of

international strategic management. The three common approaches to corporate strategy are

single business, related diversification, and unrelated diversification. A single-business

strategy requires firms to rely on a single business for its livelihood. In contrast, a firm that

has diversified into related areas operates in several different but related businesses

simultaneously. Finally, a firm that has diversified into unrelated areas operates in several

unrelated businesses at the same time.

: Strategies For Analyzing And Entering Foreign Markets

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Discuss how firms analyze foreign markets.

 Outline the process by which firms choose their mode of entry into a foreign market

 Describe forms of exporting and the types of intermediaries available to assist firms in

exporting their goods.

 Identify the basic issues in international licensing and discuss the advantages and

disadvantages of licensing

 Identify the basic issues in international franchising and discuss the advantages and

disadvantages of franchising.
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 Analyze contract manufacturing, management contracts, and turnkey projects as

specialized entry modes for international business.

 Characterize the Greenfield and acquisition forms of FDI.

Definition/Overview:

Strategies to enter foreign market: A firm must consider a variety of factors, including market

potential, levels of competition, the legal and political environment, and socio-cultural influences

when assessing alternative foreign markets.

Key Points:

1. Turnkey Project

A turnkey project is a contract under which a firm agrees to fully design, construct, and equip

a facility and then turn the project over to the purchaser when it is ready for operation.

International turnkey projects typically involve large, complex, multiyear projects such as the

construction of a nuclear power plant or airport. In some cases, turnkey projects are used

when firms fear difficulties in procuring resources locally. Some firms today are using a B-

O-T project in which the firm builds a facility, operates it, and later transfers ownership of

the project to another party. Some firms choose to establish operations in a host country at

the beginning of their internationalization effort, while others prefer to use one of the other

entry methods initially, and later invest in facilities in the host country.

FDI is attractive not only for its profit potential, but also because a firm has increased control

over its foreign operations. Control is important to firms because it allows firms to closely

coordinate the activities of its foreign subsidiaries to achieve strategic synergies, and because

control may be necessary to fully exploit the economic potential of an ownership advantage.

FDI is also attractive if host country customers prefer to deal with local factories. However,
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FDI is riskier and more complex than other types of entry strategies. In some cases,

government actions encourage firms to invest in local operations (through such policies as

the availability of political risk insurance), while in other cases, government actions

discourage FDI. The three basic methods of FDI are Greenfield strategies, whereby a firm

builds new facilities; acquisitions strategies (also known as "Brownfield strategies"),

whereby a firm buys existing assets in a foreign country; and joint ventures.

2. The Greenfield Strategy

A Greenfield strategy involves starting from scratch: buying or leasing and constructing new

facilities, hiring and/or transferring managers and employees, and launching the new

operation. The Greenfield strategy is attractive because the firm can select the site that meets

its needs best, the firm starts with a clean slate, and the firm can acclimate itself to the new

national business culture at its own pace. The main disadvantages of the Greenfield strategy

include the time and patience necessary for successful implementations; the fact that land in

the desired location is not available, or is only available at an unreasonable price; local and

national regulations must be complied with during the building of the new factory; the firm

must recruit and train a local workforce; and the firm may be perceived as a foreign

enterprise.

3. The Acquisition Strategy

Acquisition strategies (or Brownfield strategies) are popular because, unlike other entry

methods, an acquisition quickly gives the purchaser control over the firm's factories,

employees, technology, brand names, and distribution networks. The main disadvantage of

an acquisition strategy is that the purchaser assumes all liabilities of the acquired firm. In

addition, the purchasing firm must also spend substantial sums up front. In contrast, a

Greenfield strategy allows a firm to spread its investment over an extended period of time.
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4. Joint Ventures

The joint venture involves an arrangement whereby a new enterprise is created by two or

more firms working together for mutual benefit. Joint venture creation is on the rise, in part

because of rapid changes in technology, telecommunications, and government policies

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
International Strategic Alliances

International Organization Design And Control

Leadership And Employee Behavior In International Business

International Marketing

You may take as much time as you want to complete the topic coverd in section 4.
There is no time limit to finish any Section, However you must finish All Sections before

semester end date.

If you want to continue remaining courses later, you may save the course and leave.
You can continue later as per your convenience and this course will be avalible in your

area to save and continue later.

: International Strategic Alliances

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Compare joint ventures and other forms of strategic alliances.

 Characterize the benefits of strategic alliances.

 Describe the scope of strategic alliances.

 Discuss the forms of management used for strategic alliances.

 Identify the limitations of strategic alliances.
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Definition/Overview:

Joint Venture: A joint venture is a special type of strategic alliance in which two or more firms

join together to create a new business entity that is legally separate and distinct from its parents.

Strategic alliances are one means of expanding internationally.

Key Points:

1. Strategic Alliances Failure Causes

A primary cause of failure in strategic alliances is incompatibility among partners. Firms

may be able to anticipate incompatibility problems if the partners carefully discuss and

analyze why the alliance is being formed in the first place. If there is no agreement among

partners regarding issues such as what the alliance's strategy should be, how it is to be

organized, or how it is to be staffed, the alliance probably will not succeed.

2. Access to Information

Collaboration implies that one firm (or both) may have to share proprietary information with

the other firm. This access to information issue may be a real concern if a firm enters an

agreement not anticipating having to share certain information and then compromises the

agreement when the reality of the situation becomes apparent.

3. Conflicts over Distributing Earnings

Firms involved in strategic alliances not only share costs and risks, they also share profits.

The basic distribution of earnings between partners is usually negotiated as part of the

original agreement; however, issues relating to the proportion of earnings that will be
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reinvested, accounting procedures, and transfer pricing may cause problems that could

jeopardize the success of an alliance.

4. Loss of Autonomy

A strategic alliance implies shared risks and profits and also shared control. This shared

control may limit the strategy of each participant. In some cases, a strategic alliance may be

the initial step in a takeover.

5. Changing Circumstances

Changing circumstances may affect the viability of a strategic alliance. For example,

technological advances may make an agreement obsolete or economic changes may alter the

circumstances that originally motivated the agreement. A strategic alliance is a business

arrangement in which two or more firms agree to cooperate for their mutual benefit. A joint

venture, a special type of strategic alliance, involves the creation of a new business entity that

is independent of the parent companies. This separate entity can then be broader in purpose,

scope, and duration than other types of strategic alliances. Joint ventures typically have

formal management systems, while other types of strategic alliances may be more informally

managed. Strategic alliances are usually considered less stable than joint ventures because

they lack formal organizational structures and have narrow missions.

: International Organization Design And Control

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and discuss the nature of international organization design and identify and

describe the initial impacts of international business activity on organization design.
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 Identify and describe five advanced forms of international organization design and

discuss hybrid global designs.

 Identify and describe related issues in global organization design

 Explain the general purpose of control and the levels of control in international business.

 Describe how international firms manage the control function.

Definition/Overview:

Organizational Resource: A firm, through its design, allocates organizational resources, assigns

tasks to its employees, instructs those employees concerning the firm's rules, procedures, and

expectations about their job performances, and collects and transmits information necessary for

problem solving and decision making.

Key Points:

1. Strategic Control

Strategic control is intended to monitor both how well an international business formulates

its strategy and how well it goes about implementing it. Strategic control allows a company

to see how effectively it is achieving its goals and whether it is maintaining its desired

strategic alignment with its environment. Information networks are a critical means of

supplying controllers with relevant, current, and accurate information. Strategic control is

also important in joint ventures and strategic alliances. In most cases, an independent control

system is developed for each joint venture or strategic alliance.

2. Organizational Control

Organizational control focuses on the design of the organization itself. It is important to

recognize that a firm's design may change as its situation (internal and external environment)

changes. Responsibility center control is the most common type of organizational control

system. The system, a decentralized one, involves identifying fundamental responsibility
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centers within an organization such as SBUs. Individual centers are then evaluated on how

well they meet their goals. Some businesses use generic organizational control. This type of

control is most frequently used when a firm pursues similar strategies in each market where it

competes. Since there is no strategic variation between markets, control is centralized at the

headquarters, and the control systems used are the same for each unit. Under the planning

process control approach, which can be used in combination with either responsibility center

or generic controls, firms concentrate their organizational control systems on the actual

mechanics and processes they use to develop strategic plans. Organizational control must be

addressed at multiple levels. Not only must the appropriate form of organization design be

adopted for the entire organization, but each subsidiary or operating unit must also be

organized appropriately.

3. Operations Control

Operations control focuses specifically on operating processes and systems within an

organization, as well as its individual subsidiaries and operating units. Operations control

generally focuses on relatively short periods of time, and is typically more specific and

focused than strategic or organizational control systems.

4. Establishing International Control Systems

Control systems in international business are established through four basic steps. The steps

are applicable to any area and any level of control.
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: Leadership And Employee Behavior In International Business

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Identify and discuss the basic perspectives on individual differences in different cultures.

 Evaluate basic views of employee motivation in international business.

 Identify basic views of managerial leadership in international business.

 Discuss the nature of managerial decision making in international business.

 Describe group dynamics and discuss how teams are managed across cultures.

Definition/Overview:

This topic overviews the basic perspectives of how the individual differs from one another due to

the belongingness from different cultures. The topic also identifies employee motivation in the

workplace, the managerial leadership in the business and the nature of decision making of the

managers.

Personality: Personality is the relatively stable set of psychological attributes that distinguish

one person from another.

Key Points:

1. Personality and individual behavior

Personality is the relatively stable set of psychological attributes that distinguish one person

from another. Five fundamental personality differences (agreeableness, conscientiousness,

emotional stability, extroversion, and openness) affect individual behavior. In addition, locus

of control, self-efficacy, authoritarianism, and self-esteem are important influences in an

individual's personality.
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2. Attitudes vary across cultures

Attitudes, the complexes of beliefs and feelings that people have about specific ideas,

situations, or other people, are important because they are the mechanism through which

people express their feelings. Attitudes can vary greatly across cultures; for example, the

results of a study that shows that Japanese workers are less satisfied than their American

counterparts.

3. Basic perceptual process

Perception is the set of processes by which an individual becomes aware of and interprets

information about the environment. Stereotyping is one common perceptual process that

occurs when an individual makes inferences about someone because of one or more

characteristics he or she possesses. Perceptions also influence how an individual feels about

political or other forms of risk.

4. Attitudes and perception can affect each other

Perception, the set of processes by which an individual becomes aware of and interprets

information about the environment, is an important attitude determinant. An individual's

perceptions may result in stereotyping. Perceptions also influence an individual's attitude

toward risk.

5. Stress and it varies across cultures

Stress is an individual's response to a strong stimulus. The stimulus is known as a stressor. It

is important for international managers to consider the stress involved in managing

international assignments, and also to recognize that people from different cultures may

experience and handle stress in different ways. For example, those Swedish executives

experienced lower stress as compared to their British, U.S., and West German counterparts.
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6. Basic issues managers must confront

Motivation refers to the overall set of forces that encourage people to select certain behaviors

from a set of available behaviors. Managers attempting to motivate employees in different

cultures face a complex task because the factors that motivate individuals in one culture may

be very different from the factors that motivate individuals in another culture. Managers

must determine whether employees are individualistic or collectivistic, what their beliefs are

about power and uncertainty orientation, and whether they demonstrate aggressive or passive

goal behaviors before motivation techniques can be implemented.

7. Needs and values differ in different cultures

Understanding needs (the things an individual must have or wants to have) and values (the

things that people believe to be important) are a starting point in understanding motivation.

Primary needs are things people need for survival, while secondary needs are more

psychological and learned. Values are influenced by family, peers, experiences, and culture.

Consequently, both needs and values will reflect local social and cultural norms.

8. Steps in the normative model of decision making

The normative model of decision making implies that managers make logical and rational

decisions. The model starts with the identification of a problem and the realization that a

decision needs to be made, then possible alternatives to address the problem are identified

and evaluated, and finally, the best alternative is selected.

9. Basic implications of teams for an international business

Companies consider teams to be important because, at least in theory, people working

together can accomplish more than people working independently. Teams have several

implications for international business. Teams serve to develop role structures, establish
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norms of behavior for team members, and promote cohesiveness among employees. In

addition, informal leaders typically emerge from teams, and efficiency may emerge from the

role structure of the team. Teams may be homogeneous or heterogeneous. The former

generally have less conflict, better communication, less creativity, more uniform norms,

higher cohesiveness, and clear informal leadership when compared to the latter.

Topic
: International Marketing

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Characterize the nature of marketing management in international business.

 Discuss the basic kinds of product policies and decisions made in international business.

 Identify pricing issues and evaluate pricing decisions in international business.

 Identify promotion issues and evaluate promotion decisions in international business.

 Discuss the basic kinds of distribution issues and decisions in international business.

Definition/Overview:

International Marketing: International marketing managers usually choose among the

following approaches when deciding the extent to which to standardize their firm's marketing

mix: an ethnocentric approach (market products internationally the same way it does

domestically), a polycentric approach (customize the marketing mix to meet the needs of each
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target market), or a geocentric approach (adopt a standardized marketing mix for all markets

based on an analysis of customer needs).

Key Points:

1. Personal Selling

Personal selling involves making sales on the basis of personal contacts. Firms that are in the

early stages of foreign market expansion may subcontract personal selling to local

organizations, while firms that are most established in foreign markets may hire local sales

representatives. There are several advantages to personal selling. First, firms that employ

local sales representatives can be reasonably certain that cultural gaffes will be reduced.

Second, personal selling promotes close personal contact with customers. Third, firms may

find it easier to acquire market information from sales representatives than from other

sources.

2. Sales Promotion

Sales promotion comprises specialized marketing efforts such as coupons, in-store

promotions, sampling, direct mail campaigns, cooperative advertising, and trade fair

attendance. Sales promotion activities may be well suited to international firms because they

are flexible and can be tailored to meet the special requirements of each market.

3. Public Relations

Public Relations consists of efforts aimed at enhancing a firm's reputation and image with the

general public, as opposed to touting the specific advantages of an individual product or

service. An effective public relations effort results in the firm being perceived as a good

"corporate citizen." Public relations can be particularly important to international companies

because as "foreigners" they may become appealing political targets.
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4. Channels of Distribution

Firms must also determine how best to manage the distribution channels used to merchandise

the firms' products in the markets they serve. A distribution channel can consist of many

parts: the manufacturer or creator of the product; a wholesaler who buys products and

services from the manufacturer and then resells them to retailers; the retailer, who buys from

wholesalers and then sells to customers; and the actual consumer, who buys the product or

service for final consumption. Channel length is the number of stages in the distribution

channel. A direct sales approach involves selling directly to consumers, bypassing

wholesalers and retailers. A longer channel of distribution involves selling to retailers, who

then market the product to the final consumer. The longest channel adds a wholesaler stage

to the process. Most firms use a variety of channels. A firm's distribution strategy may also

be an important component of its promotion strategy. In some cases, sales or import agents

may be hired to distribute products in other countries. However, firms should be cautious in

using this type of strategy because a poor distributor may damage the firm's reputation and

performance in foreign markets. In other cases, firms will try to adapt their distribution

practices to match the local environment.

Instructions

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
International Operations Management

International Financial Management

International Accounting And Taxation

International Human Resource Management And Labor Relations

You may take as much time as you want to complete the topic coverd in section 5.
There is no time limit to finish any Section, However you must finish All Sections before

semester end date.

If you want to continue remaining courses later, you may save the course and leave.
You can continue later as per your convenience and this course will be avalible in your

area to save and continue later.
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Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Describe the nature of international operations management.

 Analyze the supply chain management and vertical integration decisions facing

international production managers.

 Analyze the meaning of productivity and discuss how international firms work to

improve it.

 Explain how firms control quality and discuss total quality management in international

business.

 Analyze how international firms control the information their managers need to make

effective decisions.

Definition/Overview:

International Operation: International operations management is the set of activities used by an

international business to transform different kinds of resource inputs (material, labor, and so

forth) into final goods and services.

Key Points:

1. Product Value

A product's value-to-weight ratio, the required production technology, and the importance of

customer feedback may also influence location decisions. A product's value-to-weight ratio

affects the fraction of transportation costs in the product's delivered price. The production

technology used to manufacture a particular product can affect production efficiency and,
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hence, impact location decisions. Finally, firms may produce products for which they desire

customer feedback close to the point of sale.

2. Government Policies

The location decision is also affected by government policies. In particular, the stability of

the political process can affect location decisions because firms tend to prefer relatively

stable environments as compared to unstable ones. National trade policies are also a factor in

location decisions. Economic development incentives such as inexpensive land, highway

improvements, and discounted utilities often prompt a firm to establish operations in certain

locations. Finally, firms may make location decisions on the basis of the existence of foreign

trade zones.

3. Organizational Issues

A firm's business strategy may influence location decisions. For example, a firm that is

following a price leadership strategy must locate operations in low-cost areas, while a firm

that is emphasizing product quality must locate its facilities in areas that have adequate

supplies of skilled labor and managerial talent. A firm's organizational structure may also

affect location decisions. For example, a global area structure decentralizes authority to area

managers who are likely to favor local factory sites. In contrast, a firm with a global product

structure may locate factories anywhere in the world. Inventory management policies are

also affected by plant location decisions. The task involves balancing the costs of

maintaining inventory (the costs associated with storage, spoilage and loss, and opportunity

costs) against the costs of running out of materials and/or finished goods. The level of

inventory that firms must hold is affected by factory location decisions because of the

distances and transit times involved in shipping goods.
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4. International Logistics and Materials Management

International logistics is the managing of the flow of materials, parts, supplies, and other

resources from suppliers to the firm; materials, parts, supplies, and other resources within and

between units of the firm itself; and finished products, services, and goods from the firm to

customers. The first two sets of activities are typically called materials management. The

third set of activities is usually called physical distribution, or simply distribution.

Distribution issues were discussed in Chapter Sixteen as they related to the firm's marketing

function.

5. The Booming Market in Logistics Services

This section discusses the growing market for logistics experts. It discusses Caterpillar Inc.'s

expertise in logistics, and the additional $200 to $300 million extra revenue Caterpillar

generates by sharing its expertise with other companies. There are three basic differences

between domestic and international materials management: first is the greater distance

involved in shipping; second is the sheer number of transport modes that are likely to be

involved; and third is the fact that the regulatory context for international materials

management is much more complex than that for domestic materials management.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Analyze the advantages and disadvantages of the major forms of payment in international

trade.

 Identify the primary types of foreign-exchange risk faced by international businesses.

 Describe the techniques used by firms to manage their working capital.
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 Evaluate the various capital budgeting techniques used for international investments.

 Discuss the primary sources of investment capital available to international businesses

Definition/Overview:

Choice of Currency: Exporters typically prefer to be paid in their home currency so that they

know exactly how much they will be receiving from the importer. Importers, however, typically

prefer to pay in their home currency so that they know exactly how much they will be paying the

exporter. In some cases, a third country currency will be selected. For example, the U.S. dollar

is used for transactions in the oil industry.

Credit Checking: It is important for firms to check the credit of their customers prior to

completing a business transaction. In situations where the importer is financially healthy,

exporters may choose to extend credit. However, if an importer is financially troubled, an

exporter may demand payment in a way that reduces its risk.

Key Points:

1. International Financial Management

Economic exposure is the impact on the value of a firm's operations of unanticipated

exchange-rate changes. This type of exposure affects virtually every area of operations.

Example of how Sony has tried to limit its economic exposure using an operational hedge.

Long-term investments in property, plant, and equipment are particularly vulnerable to

economic exposure. In fact, both Daimler-Benz and BMW have had to alter their strategies

and build assembly plants in the U.S. to cope with this problem. There are other ways for

dealing with economic exposure. For example, the Walt Disney Corporation used a bond

hedge to protect itself from changes in the yen-dollar relationship. It is also important for

firms to analyze likely changes in exchange rates, and consult with experts about long-term

trends
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2. Management Of Working Capital

The management of working capital is more complicated for international firms than purely

domestic ones because the working capital position for each subsidiary (in each currency)

must be considered in addition to the firm's position as a whole.

3. Minimizing Working Capital Balances

Working capital is held to facilitate day-to-day transactions and to cover the firm against

unexpected demands for cash. However, since the return on working capital is low, financial

managers generally try to minimize balances. One means of minimizing working capital

balances is centralized cash management, which involves coordinating an MNC's worldwide

cash flows and pooling its cash reserves.

4. Minimizing Currency Conversion Costs

Because there is a lot of internal trade among the various units of some MNCs, firms may

experience a constant need to transfer funds among the subsidiaries' bank accounts.

Cumulative bank charges for these transactions can be high, and consequently most MNCs

use netting operations, where possible, to minimize the amount of funds that must be

converted. Bilateral netting is done between two business units, and multilateral netting is

done among three or more business units.

5. Minimizing Foreign-Exchange Risk

Firms may use a leads and lags strategy to try to increase their net holdings of currencies that

are expected to rise in value and decrease their net holdings of currencies that are expected to

fall in value. Firms calculate the net present value of a project by estimating the cash flows

the project will generate in each time period, and discounting them back to present. When
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evaluating international projects, firms must also consider risk adjustment, currency

selection, and choice of perspective for the calculations.

6. Internal Rate of Return

A project can also be evaluated using the internal rate of return. This method requires that

managers first estimate the cash flows generated by each project under consideration in each

time period, then the interest rate, or internal rate of return is calculated that makes the net

present value of the project just equal to zero. The project's internal rate of return is then

compared to the hurdle rate, the minimum rate of return the firm finds acceptable for its

capital investments.

7. Payback Period

A firm can also calculate a project's payback period, the number of years it will take to

recover, or pay back, the project's earnings from the original cash investment, when

evaluating projects. This method is a simple one, however, it ignores the profits generated by

the investment in the longer run.

: International Accounting And Taxation

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Discuss the various factors that influence the accounting systems countries adopt.

 Describe the impact these national accounting differences have on international firms.

 Analyze the benefits to international firms of harmonizing differences in national

accounting systems.

 Describe the accounting procedures used by U.S. firms engaged in international business.

 Identify the major international taxation issues affecting international business.
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 Discuss the taxation of foreign income by the U.S. government.

 Assess the techniques available to resolve tax conflicts among countries.

Definition/Overview:

Political Ties: Political ties between countries may impact a country's accounting system in that

former colonies often follow procedures similar to those of their former rulers. A country's

economic situation may direct its accounting system. For example, a market economy's system

will be driven by profit- and cost-oriented information, while a centrally planned economy's

system emphasizes output-oriented information.

Key Points:

1. Taxation of Exports

Generally, income earned by U.S. firms from export sales is treated the same as income

earned from domestic sales. Until 2000 the U.S. (in an effort to increase export activities)

encouraged firms to establish foreign sales corporations (FSC). Firms that established FSCs

were able to significantly reduce their income taxes on earnings from export sales. In 2000

the WTO ruled that FSCs violated free trade rules. In 2006 special tax breaks for U.S.

exporters were eliminated by Congress.

2. Taxation of Foreign Branch Income

Any earnings of a foreign branch (an unincorporated subsidiary) of a U.S. company create

taxable income for the parent, regardless of whether or not the earnings are repatriated to the

parent.

3. Taxation of Foreign Subsidiary Income

The deferral rule in the U.S. tax code allows earnings from foreign subsidiaries to be taxed
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only when they are remitted to the parent in the form of dividends. The rule's intent is to

stimulate international activity by U.S. companies. A controlled foreign corporation (CFC) is

a foreign corporation in which U.S. shareholders -- each of which holds at least 10 percent of

the firm's shares -- together own a majority of its stock. The income of a CFC is divided into

active income and passive income. Active income is income generated by traditional

business operations such as production, marketing, and distribution. Active income can be

deferred. Subpart F income or passive income is generated by passive activities such as the

collection of dividends, interest, royalties, and licensing fees. Passive income cannot be

deferred.

4. Resolving International Tax Conflicts

International firms must comply with the tax codes in each country in which they operate.

In some cases, however, tax conflicts may occur.

4.1. Tax Credits

A tax credit may be granted by the home country to reduce the burden of dual taxation of

foreign subsidiary income by the home country and the host country.

4.2. Tax Treaties

Many countries, in an effort to promote international business, sign tax treaties with other

nations. The U.S., for example, has more than 40 tax treaties with foreign countries.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Describe the nature of human resource management in international business.
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 Detail how firms recruit and select managers for international assignments.

 Explain how international businesses train and develop expatriate managers.

 Discuss how international firms conduct performance appraisals and determine

compensation for their expatriate managers.

 Analyze retention and turnover issues in international business.

 Explain basic human resource issues involving non-managerial employees.

 Describe labor relations in international business

Definition/Overview:

Human Resource Management: Human resource management (HRM) is the set of activities

directed at attracting, developing, and maintaining the effective workforce necessary to achieve a

firm's objectives. Recruiting and selecting employees, providing training and development,

appraising performance, and providing compensation and benefits are all part of HRM.

International HR managers face a more complex task than their domestic counterparts because

differing cultures, levels of economic development, and legal systems among countries may

require companies to adapt their hiring, firing, training, and compensation programs to each

country.

Key Points:

1. Performance Appraisal

Performance appraisal is the process of assessing how effectively a person is performing his

or her job. Performance appraisal has several important objectives. It is a source of feedback

to individuals as to their performance, it provides a basis by which top performers can be

rewarded, it highlights areas where additional training and development may be required, and

it identifies problem areas that may require changes. In many cases, firms must employ

different standards when evaluating the performance of subsidiaries and their employees

because each subsidiary is likely to have a unique set of circumstances and outcomes.
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Performance appraisals in international firms may not be conducted as frequently as in a

domestic firm.

2. Determining Compensation in International Business

Competitive international firms provide prevailing compensation packages for their

managers in each market. Examples of common components in a compensation package in

Germany, Japan, Britain, and the U.S. Compensating Expatriate Managers. Compensating

expatriate managers can be a complex process because factors such as differences in

currency valuation, standards of living, lifestyle norms, and so forth must be taken into

consideration. A cost-of-living allowance may be given to managers to offset differences in

the cost of living in the home and host countries. A hardship premium (also known as a

Foreign Service premium) may be paid to mangers that accept assignments in relatively

unattractive locations.

3. Seeing Opportunity in Security

Employees on foreign assignment often face security risks. Foreign employees have been

kidnapped in Columbia, and political instability in places such as China, Indonesia, and the

Middle East has put expatriate workers at risk. Air Partner, a British company, specializes in

evacuating people when trouble erupts unexpectedly. Air Partner has gotten MNC

employees out of Chechnya, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Albania, the West Indies, and

Indonesia. A tax-equalization program is a means of ensuring that the expatriate's after-tax

income in the host country is similar to what the person's after-tax income would be in the

home country. Special benefits packages that may be provided to expatriate managers

include housing, education, medical treatment, travel to the home country, and club

memberships. Specific examples of how and why firms provide these benefits.

Equity in Compensation In many cases the total compensation package offered to an

expatriate is much more lucrative than the package offered to his or her local counterpart.
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4. Retention and Turnover

Retention is the extent to which a firm is able to retain employees. Turnover, the opposite, is

the rate at which people leave a firm. Turnover can be controlled by reducing expatriate

failure and repatriate failure. An exit interview is an interview with an employee who is

leaving a firm. Exit interviews can be a source of important information as to why an

individual decided to leave the firm. Such information can be used to minimize future

employee departures.

5. Comparative Labor Relations

A country's laws, culture, social structure, and economic conditions may impact labor

relations. For example, that the role of unions varies greatly among countries. In the U.S.,

membership in unions has been steadily decreasing, but over half the world's workforce

outside the U.S. belongs to unions. Unions in the European countries tend to be aligned with

political parties, but in Japan are created and run by the firms themselves. In fact, labor

relations in Japan are so cordial that strikes are rare.

6. Collective Bargaining

Collective bargaining is the process used to make agreements between management and

labor unions. While collective bargaining in the U.S. is highly regulated, the government

plays a relatively benign role in establishing labor agreements. In contrast, government

officials take a much more active role in the process in some European countries.

7. Union Influence and Codetermination

The premise of industrial democracy--the belief that workers should have a voice in how

businesses are run--is an important influence in labor unions in Europe. In fact, in Germany

an approach called codetermination provides for cooperation between management and labor

in running a business. The EU has advocated codetermination for all members, but at this
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point in time, most member countries are unlikely to adopt it. In fact, some countries have

little or no mandated labor participation. The EU's implementation of its social charter (or

social policy), whereby employment conditions and practices will be standardized throughout

the community, is addressing issues such as maternity leave, job training, and pension

benefits.
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